
 Sydney Visual Arts Academy Terms and Conditions 

Bullying or misbehaviour:  

SVAA has a zero tolerance to bullying and discrimination. This includes and is not limited to 

verbal, physical and cyber bulling(harassment) during or outside the art studio room. All 

instances of bullying will be dealt with by necessary means by SVAA. If bullying is still 

occurring, SVAA reserves the right to instantly dismiss or withdraw the student from SVAA.  

Students who are disruptive will be given a warning and if the behaviour continues, parents 

will be contacted immediately to remove their child from the class.  

Unforeseen class interruptions:   

SVAA will endeavour to ensure all classes are not interrupted from the schedule, however 

there may be the odd occasion where classes are cancelled due to Covid19, a natural 

disaster or other unforeseeable circumstances. In this case, we will offer credit, a refund or 

an alternative lesson.  

Photography & Video:   

By enrolling in SVAA you are giving permission for photos of students and their work to be 

used for promotional purposes. However, if you would not like photos of your child on social 

media and our website, please inform us via email.  

SVAA requests that parents and students do not take photos or video footage of any images 

of artworks or class materials, and other children, without the consent of the staff and/or 

parents. 

Personal information Privacy:    

We are committed to the safe collection of personal information.  We respect the rights of all 

our students and will not share sensitive information with any third party.  

 

Enrolment and Fees. 

1. To enrol, you will firstly need to call or email to check class availability. Classes are 
kept small to allow for individual tuition.  
 

2. After receiving confirmation of a place in the class, you will need to fill in the 
enrolment form, which can be found on the Contacts/Enrol page on the SVAA 
website.  
 

3. To secure your enrolment, term fees must be made before attending the class. Fees 
are based on the term and are non-refundable.  Payment deductions only apply in 
the following instances: state or local emergencies, COVID lockdowns, public 
holidays, new students enrolling mid-term or cancellation of lessons by SVAA due to 
unforeseen class interruptions.  
 

4. Enrolment is on condition of accepting the above terms and conditions. 
 

5. Students can do a make-up lesson, during the same term only and subject to 
availability.  


